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Case Number:  S2323000074 

 
 

Release Date:  September 2023 

 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Buzz Squeak Rattle (BSR) From Sound Bar Or Sport Bar 
Area. 
 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: BSR noise may occur driving on 
rough roads or with high bass loud music. 
 
 

Discussion: Using a helper to drive, duplicate the conditions necessary to create the 
BSR. Press upward on the sport bar trim to isolate the vibration (item 4 in Fig 1 below). 
If the noise is lessened or resolved with hand pressure, proceed with installing foam as 
shown below.  
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Fig 1. 

 Sport Bar Trim Item 4.  
 

Remove the sport bar trim using a T25 torx bit. Review the foam application areas. 
Using isopropyl alcohol, wipe the area where foam is to be applied to remove grease, 
oils and dirt that may be present. Apply Mopar foam 68053426AA or 68643986AA on 
the underside of the sport bar trim as shown in Fig 2. Install foam on both right and left-
hand sport bar trim as shown. 
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Fig 2.  

Sport Bar Trim Removed. Foam application shown.  

 


